
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a data scientist, senior. To join
our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for data scientist, senior

Communicate predictions and findings to management through effective data
visualizations & reports
Develops and participates in analytic results and solution presentations and
consultations to existing and prospective customers
Provides technical expertise and guidance to less experienced employees
when developing and implementing model results
Research analytic methodologies to guide the development and delivery of
analytical solutions from multiple sources such as (but not limited to) journals,
conference papers, and technical publications
Actively participate in proposal content development
Work with distributed teams in developing predictive systems, create
efficient algorithms to draw intelligence from existing data
Work closely with our manufacturing and supply chain domain experts and
the business to evaluate, design and implement statistical analyses of
manufacturing data to create analytic metrics and tools
Be a trusted advisor in the analytics discipline
Develop project guideline, objectives, metrics, deliverables and prototypes
that can be used to drive manufacturing excellence
Apply the scientific method to solve engineering problems

Qualifications for data scientist, senior

2-3+ years working in web analytics, security, computer forensics, or algo
trading preferably with organic or paid search technologies, web analytics
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Additionally, the candidate must demonstrate high energy/creativity, a
passion for analyzing highly complex data sets, strong communication and
project management skills, strong debugging skills, an entrepreneurial spirit,
a relentless customer-focus, a practical understanding of quantitative
methods, and superb attention to detail
C#, ASP, .NET languages, JavaScript, PHP, ASP, Perl, HTML, Flash, Data
Warehouse and understanding of XML data structures are a plus
Design and development skills/experience with SQL
2+ year’s relevant experience with web server, big data technologies
Bachelors or Master’s degree in quantitative field such as mathematics,
statistics, operations research, or engineering/technology with an emphasis
on statistical analysis


